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Abstract
The problem of privacy in social networks is well documented within literature; users have privacy concerns however, they consistently disclose their sensitive information and leave it open to
unintended third parties. While numerous causes of poor behaviour have been suggested by research the role of the User Interface (UI) and the system itself is underexplored. The field of Persuasive Technology would suggest that Social Network Systems persuade users to deviate from
their normal or habitual behaviour. This paper makes the case that the UI can be used as the basis
for user empowerment by informing them of their privacy at the point of interaction and reminding them of their privacy needs. The Theory of Planned Behaviour is introduced as a potential
theoretical foundation for exploring the psychology behind privacy behaviour as it describes the
salient factors that influence intention and action. Based on these factors of personal attitude,
subjective norms and perceived control, a series of UIs are presented and implemented in controlled experiments examining their effect on personal information disclosure. This is combined
with observations and interviews with the participants. Results from this initial, pilot experiment
suggest groups with privacy salient information embedded exhibit less disclosure than the control
group. This work reviews this approach as a method for exploring privacy behaviour and proposes further work required.
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1. Introduction
Privacy is a sensitive subject which matters to Internet users [1]-[4]. However, users of social network sites
(SNS) such as Facebook routinely disclose highly personal information to the network, often to unintended and
potentially unknown strangers [5]. Privacy as a concept is a complex social phenomena suffering from a variety
of contextual definitions that shift from person to person [6] making it a difficult topic for research. This problem is exacerbated within social networks as data is persistently stored and dealt with granularly [7]. An individual data item may not be particular sensitive until taken into context with others visible within the network
from various points in time leading to user struggling to manage their privacy. Previous studies in the field have
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reported that young adults are more vulnerable to privacy threats and at risk when revealing personal information has become easier. SNS users disclose personal information more frequently without any indication of the
possible consequences i.e. identity fraud [4]. Therefore, the focus of our preliminary study reported here is
young adults’ behavior in terms of disclosing personal information. A privacy paradox has been observed by research within social networks where a user’s intention does not match their behavior online [8]. Therefore, there
is a need to study users’ behaviors to understand their deviation from the intention specially when users have
raised privacy concerns. Given that behavior can be considered a reaction to environmental stimulus [9] and the
User Interface (UI) is the environment interacted with, this paper seeks to present a method to exploring the role
of the UI in contributing to, and potentially solving, damaging privacy behavior using social psychology. We
studied users to understand users’ behavior at the point of personal information disclosure. Specifically, the social psychology Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) [10] is used to explore disclosure in a series of experiments,
this is combined with informal interviews and observations to examine the cognition of behavior in relation to
the UI. This has been identified as an area of need for research [11]. This paper examines the approach, presents
the results of a preliminary study and proposes alterations to the method for future research.

2. Background
There have been numerous proposed causes of observable poor privacy behavior put forward by literature. Users
may be insufficiently skilled at implementing their privacy preferences within a SNS [12] due to the added technical awareness required. They may be unaware of the impact of their actions within the context of privacy and
the issues that may arise due to them [13]. They may also be unable to overcome the design of the network itself
that encourages openness based on the business model of social networks [14]. Indeed, the HCI field of persuasive technology (PT) suggests that Facebook is designed to persuade users to act in opposition to how they
would normally [15]. If a system can be designed to persuade for openness can the opposite also be achieved?
These systems may have a lack of privacy salient information present within their UI so privacy information is
not included within the thought process of resulting behavior [16]. Precisely what privacy salience is has not
been clearly defined, a point that this paper seeks to clarify. It is also suggested that the psychology of the user
plays an important role. Hyperbolic Discounting, for example, describes how users ignore long term risk in favor of short term gain [17].
In a user focused study conducted by Kani-Zabihi and Coles-Kemp [5], the result indicates that Internet users preferred to interact with UI to read privacy related information such as privacy policy statements or user/service agreements which are currently in text only format. The research also concluded, in addition to communicating the privacy policy contents, privacy risks also need to be communicated.
Exploring the concept of privacy as such allows for the granularity of interaction to be taken into account.
Users are expected to deal with their information granularly in social networks [7] where they interact with an
individual piece of data at a time. So, examining privacy in terms of the granular interactions allows each to be
observed and manipulated by the treatments to be implemented. For example, behavioral consequences of disclosing ones date of birth can be isolated and addressed individually from other granules. Finally, in a qualitative
study of Facebook postings it was found that causes of poor behavior include; not thinking of the consequences,
misjudging social norms of peer groups and misunderstanding their level of control [18]. This paper proposes
that the TPB [10] covers these areas well and has the potential to directly address them through the UI.
Examining the role of the UI is not without precedence. Work examining the effect of the presence of privacy
seals found that disclosure was not lessened when they are visible but tailored privacy warnings did decrease
disclosure [19]. This work used a real world e-commerce site to test the use of these seals. Furthermore, increased options of control was found to increase disclosure levels rather than lessen it as perhaps should be expected [20]. Here, a mock up social network was created for users to sign up to. The effect of various treatments
on user behavior was measured. Each of these studies however, have lack a theoretical underpinning, a common
criticism of HCI research [21]. Indeed, it has been noted that there is a need for behavior models to be introduced in order to further field [22].
Therefore, our research study used a behavior model examining theories of social psychology as tools for exploring privacy behavior in relation to the UI. Specifically, the TPB (Figure 1) chosen as an ideal fit to the
problem area as it describes three salient factors that influence the intention to act and actual behavior [10].
These factors are:
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Figure 1. The theory of planned behaviour.

• Behavioral attitude (knowledge and perception of behavioral consequences): The degree to which a person
has a favorable or unfavorable evaluation or appraisal of the behavior in question.
• Subjective norms (extent of the effect of social peers and experts): It refers to the perceived social pressure
to perform or not to perform the behavior.
• Perceived control (perception of the ease of behavior): It refers to perceived ease or difficulty of performing
the behavior and it is assumed to reflect past experience as well as anticipated impediments and obstacles.
Initially, the TPB seems a natural fit for not only classifying the privacy problems mentioned earlier but also
for informing the design of experiments with multiple treatments framed by tested theory. For example, other
work has made the proposal that increasing awareness can provide a solution to the privacy problems described
[23]. The TPB provides the means of identifying what awareness to raise and provide a foundation for hypothesizing the effect this may have according to its framework.
This theory suggests that changing these influencing factors will have a bearing on an individual’s intention to
act and actual behavior. Hence, UI’s that include elements designed around these salient properties should play
an active role in affecting privacy behavior; for example, UI features that raise awareness of information disclosure consequence may play a part in changing the behavior of disclosure.

Hypotheses
This paper presents our results from a research study to test the following hypotheses:
(H1) users’ privacy behavior can be studied by using UI to model salient factors in TPB.
(H2) Groups with salient properties embedded will exhibit stricter privacy habits than those without.

3. Design
The disclosure of users’ personal information often happens at the point of registration for an online service.
Consequently we used a registration process for a new social network site for students at University of Salford
in UK. This process was designed to create personal profile for each user. Figure 2 shows the first screen, Sign
Up page. Note the similarity to Facebook in the design. This is to address the ecological validity of the experiments; where the design of the system should detract from the effect of the treatments applied [24]. This is also
aimed at encouraging users to act as they would if a real SNS is asking for this information of them. However,
these experiments will not cover behavior that is part of a goal conceived by the user which is out of scope. Instead, this work seeks to clarify what role the UI could play in influencing disclosure behavior within this set
context.
The following sections describe each of the theoretical properties of salience and how they have been interpreted into a UI element aimed at influencing behavior.

3.1. Behavioural Attitude
The TPB defines behavioral attitude as the awareness and perception of behavioral consequences. It is impractical
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Figure 2. Control—sign-up page.

to assume that specific consequences can be raised for disclosing a piece of information within any given context. As such, each piece of information is grouped according to a general level of impact and represented by the
UI metaphor of traffic lights [25]; green for go (disclose), yellow for caution and red for stop (do not disclose).
The aim of which is to remind users of their attitude or to inform their evaluation of disclosure consequences at
the point of interaction. These can be seen in Figure 3. Note this is a portion of the UI presented to the user. The
following groupings are therefore derived from the potential implication of disclosure that piece of data could
have. A green light represents potentially embarrassing or socially oriented information, yellow is for breaches
in policy (e.g. data which could prevent job offers or result in unemployment) and red indicates information that
could cause legal problems (either breaches of law by the user or toward the user). Questions are assigned to
sensitivity based on our interpretation of the potential consequences. For example, information of political or religious affiliations would not breach any laws but could lead the user not obtaining employment or being socially victimized (hence, the amber/yellow category). These are also present for the application of settings and follow a similar train of thought; red for the more invasive information grouping where a privacy setting can be
applied. This UI element is presented to the user at the start of the experiment in a pop-up box introducing the
treatment.

3.2. Subjective Norms
According to the TPB subjective norms represent the extent to which the attitude of others influences behavior.
For example, a user could disclose information in order to strengthen social ties with their peers as per the
Theory of Social Capital [26] or state a high level of concern due to increased media attention toward privacy.
This is interpreted into an advice box providing the treatment for this group. This box offers a recommended action and a statement of what other users did when faced with the same questions as seen in Figure 4. The aim
being to examine if one holds more sway over a user’s decision to disclose.
This suggestion box becomes visible to the user upon interaction with the specific information field it relates
to. Similar boxes are present advising on the optimum settings to be applied also.

3.3. Perceived Control
The final salient influence proposed by the TPB is that of perceived control which influences both intention and
action according to the model and is closely tied with a user’s self-efficacy; that is, their confidence in their own
ability to perform a certain behavior [27]. A user may believe that identifying and suitably protecting their sensitive information is easy yet this belief is not reflected in reality leading to observable poor behavior. Similarly, a
user may not be skilled technically (or have the belief they are not). This salient feature is designed to aid participants in identifying what information they have disclosed could be sensitive and make changes upon reflection. Immediately after each screen of questions and settings application is a review screen where the data is disclosed presented again but within a privacy oriented context. A “P-Score” dynamically alters based on changes
to disclosed elements to make clear the impact of alterations to disclosed data.
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Figure 3. Traffic lights.

Figure 4. Subjective norm.

Signal Detection Theory [28] suggests that increased environmental noise decreases a person’s ability to
make correct judgments impacting on an individual’s self-efficacy. Hence, the “noise” of the social network and
its specific goals are removed and replaces with a privacy focus. So, a participant will go through the questions
twice, once as they are asked by the “vanilla” interface and again by reviewing and altering their responses. This
review screen is presented in Figure 5.

4. Methodology
We recruited participants from undergraduate level students at University of Salford in UK. This is not considered to be a representative sample of users of a SNS but is consistent with the age group that most exhibits paradoxical privacy behavior [29]. Participants are to be approached prior to lab sessions within their courses and
asked to take part should they wish to join a new social network. They were asked to create their profiles in a
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new social network specifically for the university. In the creation of this profile they are asked a variety of questions to populate their profile with information about themselves. These questions will vary in sensitivity, asking
questions from favorite films to drug use, and are grouped into separate sections generally described in Table 1
with a total of 30 questions for participants to respond to. Furthermore, questions have variety of interactive inputs, ranging from text boxes to binary responses in the form of check boxes. These questions can also be
grouped according to the sensitivity prescribed to them in the behavioral attitude group: red (highly sensitive),
yellow (moderately sensitive) and green (little sensitivity) with 10 questions in each category.
The settings that can be applied are to be split into sections as they are grouped within the SNS Facebook and
are generally described in Table 2.
Each treatment is applied to one experimental group and each treatment group compared to a control (Figure
1) with no privacy salient features present. All participants in each experiment are asked the same series of
questions in the same order with the only difference being the treatment applied to the UI; the way in which
these questions are presented can be seen in Figure 6. Following the questions will be the application of settings
with the connection settings appearing as a separate link as in Facebook (requiring the participant to navigate to
it if they wish to make changes). Results from these experiments are combined with observations made during
their conduction and with post-experiment informal interviews aimed at adding to the data richness.

Figure 5. Perceived control.
Table 1. Question groupings.
Group

No of questions (optional)

Detail

Sign Up

2

The first page of the experiment contains basic sign-up information
and is not particularly sensitive.

Contact Information

5

The user is asked for contact information; such as address, phone, email etc.

Education & Interests

8

The user is asked for educational background information and personal interests.

Contextual Information

12

Marketing Data

3

This section contained a variety of questions dealing with the personal context
of the user. Questions ranging from relationship status to drinking habits were.
This section asked the user about shopping habits; favorite stores, items
usually bought etc.

Table 2. Settings.
Settings
General Settings
Connection Settings

Detail
These were explicitly presented to the user during the profile creation process and covered areas such as photos,
education, interests etc.
These settings required extra exploration by the user (although the link was presented to them during the process).
These covered the general settings of who can contact them and how visible they are.
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Figure 6. UI overview.

5. Results
In total, 45 participants took part in the study and were split randomly into the groups described; all participants
were users of SNSs, were predominantly male and where within the 18 - 21 age range. Informal interviews were
conducted immediately after the experiments with 3 participants from each group. Participants are asked what
they disclosed, why and what they thought of the UI elements present. Observations were made during the experiments and anything of interest noted down including, but not limited to, anything participants said and how
they interacted with the system in front of them; these will be used during the discussion of the results presented
here.
Table 3 details the average level of non-disclosure per participant in each of the groups along with average
setting score gained split into the two settings groupings described earlier. This score is calculate out of a total of
200 (maximum settings applied) and decreases as more lax options are chosen (0 for “Everyone”, 10 for “Friend
of a Friend” and 20 for “Friends Only”). There are two rows for Perceived Control for the information given
before the review screen and after.
The spread across information groupings is detailed in Table 4; note, that two statistics are given, one for the
amount of questions answered and one where only yes responses are considered for binary questions.
Due to the non-normal distribution of the data, nonparametric statistical tests were ran on the data set using
the statistical software package SPSS. Specifically, the Mann Whitney U test is ran on each group to compare to
the control where a probability value of 0.05 is required to reject the null hypothesis that TPB salience did not
affect disclosure; the results of these are detailed in Table 5. Two tests are ran levels of disclosure: one on the
amount of questions answered (i.e. the number of interactions) and one where only yes answers to binary questions are counted as disclosure.
Similar tests ran on the settings differences between the treatments and control did not produce statistically
significant results and will be addressed in the discussion.
The presence of salient UI elements resulted in differing (reduced) levels of disclosure from participants in
answering the same questions in a controlled context when compared to the control group. Settings held an increase in averages for the personal attitude group and the perceived control. However, the subjective norms
groups decreased when compared to the control although without statistical significance.

6. Discussion
The following discussion deals with each group in turn to examine if the statistical changes in behavior are due
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Table 3. Averages across groups.
Group

Users

Total amount answered questions

Average per participant

Settings

Connection

Control

10

84%

3.70

108

0

PA

11

61%

9.73

145.5

0

SN

12

60%

12.17

72.5

5

PC1

12

53%

18.58

172

15

PC2

12

35%

10.17

185

94.2

Table 4. Averages across questions groupings.
Group

“Green” questions answered

“Yellow” questions answered
(only yes responses)

“Red” questions answered
(only yes responses)

Control

72%

90.3% (65%)

90% (67%)

Attitude

49%

67% (41%)

67% (32%)

PC1

44%

57% (39.8%)

57.5% (32.5%)

PC2

34.1%

38.5% (29.5%)

32.5% (18.3%)

Subjective

54.1%

68.6% (47.1%)

57.5% (33.3%)

Table 5. Statistical results.
Group

Statistical Test

Disclosure P-Value

Disregarding No answers

Personal Attitude

Mann Whitney U

P = 0.029

P = 0.005

Perceive Control (Pre-Salient Review)

Mann Whitney U

P = 0.003

P = 0.002

Perceived Control (Post Salient Review)

Mann Whitney U

P < 0.0001

P < 0.0001

Subjective Norms

Mann Whitney U

P = 0.025

P = 0.043

to the intended influences of the model or due to other reasons that the treatments may have introduced to the
UI.

6.1. Control Group
Participants within the control group demonstrated a willingness to disclose much of the information asked of
them and when asked after why, responded: “I thought I had to give everything”.
The Milgram Effect would suggest that participants acted according to how they were instructed as opposed
to what their conscience tells them [30]. From the persuasive technology perspective, users may answer the
questions asked of them in order to achieve a perceived system goal i.e. the system asks for it to sign up, so it
must be needed. This would be in line with assertion that users of social networks are goal-driven [31] and privacy is a secondary goal of using the system [32]. These assertions will be kept in mind when examining the
treatment groups. However, it may be that participants were not completely aware that disclosure was optional,
highlighting a potential design flaw in the experiment that should be corrected in future iterations of it.

6.2. Behavioral Attitude Group
The behavioral attitude treatment aimed to increase awareness of the consequences of disclosing particular
pieces of information and examine the effect of that potentially increased awareness. It is a reasonable assumption to make that the questions dealing with higher degrees of sensitivity are less likely to be answered by participants when they are informed of the potentially serious consequences involved. This group did disclose significantly less than the control and, if we consider only yes answers (see Table 4), participants disclosed the
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least in the red grouping of questions. However, disclosure also decreased in the green section of questions
which tended to hold more long-winded question interactions. It could be that the option of disclosing information was made clear through the treatment. Indeed, Persuasive Technology suggests that options are not made
clear by SNS’s [15], while HCI also has shown that users are more likely to opt for easy interactions when they
are unskilled at system use [33]. However, it may also be a result the amount of effort required to answer questions. The green category, for example, held more questions with text field input and questions that may not be
applicable to all participants. The yellow and red categories, on the other hand, held more binary response questions with simple yes, no checkboxes. Hence, the reduction in the green category may be due to unwillingness to
interact with questions requiring more effort. Although, post-experiment one participant did note: the lights did
make me think about my privacy, particularly things like my address. There is some evidence then, that participants are considering their privacy. However, due to the types of questions asked the extent of the effect of the
treatment in terms of informing awareness is unclear.
So, while the salient treatment did decrease disclosure within the group, it could be for reasons outside the
remit of the TPB model. Instead, the treatment made users aware of the option of disclosure and they seemed to
exercise that choice when faced with the more complex interactive elements.

6.3. Subjective Norm Group
The Subjective Norms treatment aimed to examine the effect of salient advice offered to the user on their behavior. Again, levels of disclosure were significantly decreased from the control group and, looking at only the
“yes” answers in Table 4, participants disclosed less in the yellow and red categories than the green. Although,
one participant commented post-experiment: “I answered those questions but I shouldn’t have, I answered the
easy ones”; a similar comment as reported in [18]. Again, suggesting that the ease of interaction plays a persuasive role in encouraging disclosure.
Returning to the intended effect of the treatment, participants within this group did not appear to favor one
form of information over the other from the salient property. Indeed, the pop-up nature seemed to disconcert users where they were observed questioning what they did wrong to make a “warning box” appear. This could go
some way to explaining the drop in settings scores applied for the group as a whole. The salient feature added
more information to the UI and in a way that seemed to alarm users; as such, the self-efficacy of participants
may have been affected so they were not confident to make changes to the system. Specifically, the treatment
added two sources of information that could potentially confuse participants and make it unclear which advice,
if any, they are following. Similarly, the control paradox [20] found that increased control over information increased disclosure. Despite these points disclosure was less than the control and it would seem this is due to the
points mentioned previously. Specifically, the UI elements made it clearer that disclosure was not mandatory.
Indeed, when asked what they thought of the elements added, a participant in the Personal Attitude group noted
that they made it clear what that they did not have to fill everything in, like the red dots on other web forms.
Future iterations of the experiment should explore the potential effect of this treatment by providing a single
piece of advice rather than two in the same pop-up box. Perhaps two separate treatments could be utilized to explore each type of advice to examine if one has a greater effect.

6.4. Perceived Control Group
The goal of the perceived control group was to make it easier to identify and protect potentially sensitive information and, indeed, disclosure was significantly less than the control and any other treatment group in these experiments. However, that decrease occurred across all question groupings as the goal of interaction for the users
seemed to shift to one of privacy protection; although, the red grouping did contain the least amount of disclosure (see Table 4, PC2). Particular focus was paid to the dynamic “P-Score” with one participant mentioning:
“I’ll delete this to get my P-Score down”. Interestingly within this group, one participant stated that the treatment applied did not inform his decision to disclose a piece of information over another. However, disclosure
was decreased upon review from this participant showing the property did have an apparently sub-conscious effect. Such an observation could fit in well with the concepts of unconscious motivation and psychic determinants from psychology [34]. These suggest that the actions of an individual are subconsciously derived and informed by factors that are not immediately obvious to them. Hence, the question is raised: can the personal attitude of an individual be overtly informed such that it alters their conscious processing of a behavior? That is,
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can UI elements alter the perceptions of individuals such that they report the specific reasons (with probable
consequences) behind the performance of granular behavior?
Finally, the “connection settings”, which required navigating through an optional link, remained largely untouched by all participants except for the Perceived Control group post-review who were the only participants to
have these settings explicitly presented to them as part of the interactive flow. Again, this could be explained
through goal driven behavior (not presented, not necessary) or through self-efficacy (not confident enough to
explore). Not only do participants require knowledge of specific risks as they relate to them and their context, it
would appear they also require a level of comfort in using the system that enables them to manage those risks
and utilize the system appropriately.

7. Reviewing the Method and Lessons Learned
This paper has presented the social psychology TPB as a tool for exploring privacy behavior in controlled experiments and a method for implementing it as such. This provided a useful framework for specifying varying
treatments with a theoretical foundation, enabling a greater degree of data triangulation to produce the conclusions presented here. Hence, too revisit our hypothesis H1 there is promise in such an approach given that the
behaviour of privacy can be compared between groups of participants. This initial, pilot study has demonstrated
that the UI can be used to influence and provided avenues of research when employing such an approach in the
future.
In terms of H2, initial results show that such an approach can influence the behavior of users at the point of
interaction. However due to the limitations faced in this study, it is unclear if the changes in users’ privacy behavior are a result of an increase in privacy awareness. Future iterations of the experiment should seek to correct
these and would benefit from a control that makes the option of disclosure clear and a subjective norms treatment that contains a singular piece of direction. Furthermore, the questions asked must be equally distributed
across the sensitivity categories in terms of the effort required to answer them and their applicability to participants in order to increase the chance they are answered in relation to each other.
The work focused on a subset of social network users on a specific undergraduate course and so is not representative of a broader SNS population. However, the role of the work was to examine the potential for the UI to
play a role and, given that it did seem to within this subset; the method can now be carried into further work
with a broader sample.
These experiments deal only with information asked of users within the context of the experiment and as such
a beneficial avenue for further work would be to examine the effect of these features within a “real” setting
where users derive the goals of the system. For example, users within a SNS will post information that is not
specifically asked for and instead is a behavior conducted for reasons that they define. Would features such as
these be enough to persuade users to think about their privacy under their own context?

8. Conclusions and Further Work
This work has introduced a method of exploring privacy behavior within a controlled experimental environment
aiming to examine what role the UI could play in influencing behavior during a sign-up process. To that end the
Theory of Planned Behavior is introduced as a novel means of classifying and informing privacy salient User
Interface elements. Results from these experiments found that levels of disclosure were reduced when compared
to a control sample with no privacy salient properties present.
Participants within these experiments seemed to disclose based on a perceived system goal rather than in their
own interests. Salient features subverted this goal to one of privacy leading to decreased disclosure; however,
this was across all data groupings including the non-sensitive questions, so, whether this is representative of
their own intention or simply a response to persuasion is debatable. Furthermore, it would appear that users
would require specific awareness of the risks associated with the granular disclosure of individual data items
within the context of that disclosure as well as a level of comfort and skill within the system in order to implement appropriate privacy behavior.
Further work should expand the salient features defined into real world applications; say as browser extensions that retroactively apply them to UI’s. The effect of which can be measured by recording data before and
after their application. The work would also benefit from a second experiment that addresses the issues outlined
here and that has an exit-survey measure in order to assess how the treatments have affected perceived cognition.
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The use of the TPB in informing surveys is well documented and is readily available for implementation. Furthermore, post interviews would benefit from a formal, focus group approach with the same set of questions directed at each group allowing for comparisons to be made using qualitative enquiry as well as quantitative. Finally, as user behavior appeared to be influenced through minimal engagement with the system (sub-conscious
processing) then a pre-survey based on the TPB could be implemented. This would give an idea of predisposed
participants are prior to experiments to disclosure and enable some predictions to be made.
Ultimately, this work has shown that when a specific sample of participants are asked the same questions in a
controlled environment, the level of disclosure they exhibit is dependent on the User Interface elements interacted with.
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